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to KS 3 and 4

Flexible on-site ICT support

On-site ICT expe
rtise

www.educationvision.co.uk
01635 37100

0770 4184 991

The opportunity
There is no doubt that teaching aspects of computer science,
such as programming, can add breadth, rigour and excitement to
the ICT curriculum for all. It can also provide inspiration to those
who might go on to choose it as an area for specialist study.

What might be getting in the way
●A bewildering choice of languages and software
●A lack of staff technical knowledge and confidence in this

area
● Insufficient time for staff to adequately research and

explore the possibilities

The Education Vision solution
Flexible support that can be tailored to meet the needs of indi-
vidual departments, based around the packages below.
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packages

Programming Possibilities (single visit, up to 3 hrs)
Programming Possibilities* (two twilight visits)
Additional Support* (twilight, single visit/three visits**)
Additional Support* (half day, single visit/three visits**)

*Twilight = up to 2 hours on-site after 3pm, Half Day = up to 2.5 hours on site.
**Visits must take place within 12 months of the start of support and cannot be
carried forward into subsequent years. There is no VAT to add.

Programming Possibilities: Delivered as a single half-day
or two twilight sessions, this will set out some of the key
software that is available (mostly free-to-use) and explore
what it can deliver. An overview of GCSE Computer Science
qualifications can be included on request.

Additional Support: Additional visits to allow further
training in the chosen tool(s) or for curriculum planning.

Education Vision Consultancy Ltd (EVC) is an independent education consultancy operated by Mark
Baker, formerly ICT Adviser for Bracknell Forest Council and Regional Delivery Adviser for Becta.
Mark has many years experience running CPD, training and consultancy sessions for schools and
local authorities.  He has particular interests in e-safety, learning platforms, programming,
photography and audio podcasting. See the Education Vision website for more details and a free
resources area.

Contact us for
current pricing
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